Mixed Company  by George Barany and Friends

ACROSS

1. Stump
7. Ewes' mates
11. Russia's Itar-___ news agency
15. She filled many a shoe
16. Town, where 62-Across grew up, that is a crossword staple
17. A Marx Brother instrument, to a Mario Brother
18. Met general manager who wrote about "A Knight at the Opera"
21. "No ___!"
22. This is one of 83 in this puzzle
23. Hung, neighbor
25. Cool, once
26. Browed-eyed singer who did not like the blues
29. Debate position
30. Harry in "The Third Man"
31. Purcell wrote of his affair with Dido
34. Past tense (and anagram) of 47-Down
35. Microwave jolt
38. Choreographer who gave his prima ballerinas "Jewels"
43. Ring master?
44. It may follow you
45. Farthest point of the Lewis and Clark expedition
46. Martinez elected to the Hall of Fame on January 17, 2015
49. Bar topic
50. One-time leader who called the moon on July 21, 1969
55.-ray
58. Typos
59. Wig gig, for short
60. Bath rooms?
61. Black and Red, e.g.

62. Charter member of Barany and Friends crossword consortium who shares a birthdate with this puzzle's other long entries
66. Élève's 11
67. Surname of all three Giants who made outs against the Mets on September 10, 1963, in the top of the 8th inning
68. Conjure up
69. Dandelion, for one
70. Benchmarks: Abbr.
71. Shred

10. Authors Erich ("Love Story") and Stephen ("Geek Wisdom")
11. Appliance brand
12. Orderly grouping
13. Pamper
14. Buffalo hockey player
19. It's cut and dried
24. Actor Tognazzi
26. Mountaineer's challenge
27. For Pete's sake, let him into the Hall of Fame already
28. Calculus calculation
29. Word before diem or capita
31. Palindromic potentate
32. That's a moray (maybe)
33. "There's ___ in 'team'"
34. Biblical stave that magically became a serpent
35. Sharp turn
36. Enero to enero
37. Sword conquerer
39. Shakespeare's Avon calling?
40. Plea from 50-Across's veep
41. Start of some blended juice name
42. Fell
46. Introduced gradually, with "in"
47. Present tense (and anagram) of 34-Across
48. All soap operas, basically
50. Plant again
51. Goddess of peace
52. Mania
53. Middle ear bone
54. CCV ÷ V
55. Swell
56. Starbucks order
57. Pronounce
60. Worry
63. PC key
64. "___ naturally. I am pointing a gub at you" (memorable line from "Take the Money and Run")
65. A couple of cups?